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I. Introduction

1. The discussionon the development-issues of the least.developed'of the

developing countries ,(LDDC's) have reached the stage wherein-the main-tasks

ahead for the countries themselves on the one hand and bilateral and multi

lateral donors on the other are the formulation and implementation/of ■ ■ ■ ■.

concrete measures for. alleviating the_. critical development problems faced'

and ."to improve the capacity of the LDDC{s- to benefit fully ..and;.iequitably

from the policy measures for the Decade"—'. ■ . ■ ■* •

2. The Third Session of;UNCTAD held in Santiago, Chile from 13 April to

21 May. 1972 unanimously adopted resolution TD/62(lli) outlining a far- --

reaching'and comprehensive action-programme within the competence of UNCTAD

in favour of the least "developed'countries. The resolution which was the.

outcome of the long, concern of.the international community in! the special

and critical development problems of the LDDC's calls, inter-alia^ for-the.

provision of.supplementary resources to the LDDC's; for improving the.1 .

quality and conditions, of .technical and financial resources; .for. a greater

co-ordination'lof these efforts within the UN system and elsewhere; and for
examining the'feasibility of setting-up a special fund for the.LDDC's.

3. The initiation..and .implementation of special measures need not, .more-,

over,, be held up. pn.account of an identification problem.. The' General.

Assembly by its Resolution 2768(XXVl) has endorsed a list of 25 ."hard-core",

least-developed .countries as suggested by the Committee for Development' i:.

Planning^. The individual, country basis, therefore, exists for the identi
fication of. specific needs and the formulation of special measures...- The i

same resolution furthermore urges the- various agencies of the UN system to,

draw-up and incorporate in their programmes of activities, action-programmes

in favour of the LDDC's. .■ . . ■ - ■ '.-■

4. In the field of industry,;the activities, of-ECA-pay special attention,

to the.alleviation of the major.policy, institutional.and financial

constraints.-to industrialization. The promotion,of multinational co-bpeTation

in which.fche Commission has been engaged, since the-:early< years of its; ;•■ ■

establishment aims at laying a sound.-basis for the., realization of multi-^.;:

national industries. Concurrently, -the development of small-scale.industries

is encouraged in recognition of their strategic importance to integrating

the national economy and expanding, the entrepreneurial and technological. .

base for further industrialization.

l/ International Strategy for Development during the Second United

Nations Development Decade,.- General Assembly Resolution,2626(XXV-) of ;. ■-•■

24 October 1970. ■ . -._-:■■■.-■ - ■•■■.:■-. ■■

. ,2/ Sr.xteenfof these/are in Africa, namely: .Eotswana, Barundi, Chad,

Dahomey, Ethiopia,-Guinea, Lesotho, Mali, Malawi, Niger,'Rwanda, Somaiia, .

Sudan, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta. See Committee

for Development Planning, Report of the Seventh session (27 March - 1 April

1971), United Nations, New York.
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5- ECA in co-operation with OAU organized the First Conference of Ministers
of Industry in Addis Ababa in May 1971 at which a programme of action for

industrial development during the Second Development was drawn up-^\ The
major components of a sizeable and effective programme of financial and

technical assistance were outlined by the Ministers. The special requirements
of the LDDC's are reflected in the recommendations in recognition of the
fact that the strength of-the chain is its weakest link in the" achievement
of African seif-reliance. ''■'-'■ " -

6. With the object of expanding its technical'assistance programme"to the
LDDC's, UNIDO convened in Vienna in^December 1971 an. Expert Group Meeting on

■ industrialization in countries at early stages of development with special

reference to small-scale industry at which ECA was represented. The Meeting
examined the major characteristics of the LDDC's and the- main problems that

they faced-in promoting industrial development and drew-up recommendations
for the "development of small-scale industries includingmeasures for tackling
technical,financial and institutional'problems related thereto. : ' '" "

" > ■ ■ . ■ ■-* ■ . . -

7. The Seminar on UNIDO Operations for participants from the LDDC *s in '
Africa provides a suitable forum for the exchange of views and experiences
and for the definition of the priority areas of technical assistance needs
in the industry sector. The present note is being submitted to the Seminar
with the object of providing a basis for the examination of the special
problems facing the LDDC's in promoting industrial development and for the
;definitition of the special measures retired' by them. ' Prom such'an exchange,
it should "be possible to set out :the main elements of ah action-oriented
programme for the promotion of industrial development in the LDDC's. "

8. Accordingly, this note in Section II briefly surveys' the issues that
require to be made explicit in defining inter-sectoral priorities for the

provision of special measures; identifies in Section III the major ;

impediments and critical constraints' faced by the LDDC's in promoting '

industrial development; suggests in Section IV the "broad elements nfan-

action programme for promoting industrial development in the LDDC's;" and

discusses in Section V the'measures needed to improve the quality and -■■

efficiency of technical assistance-programmes in the LDDC's.

II• ■ Inter-sectoral priorities: "agriculture and industry ■' '

9. A basic feature of the economies of the LDDC's is the predominance of

agriculture. It generally accounts for over 50 per cent of total output

and 80 per cent of total employment. In contrast industry :s contributions
to output and employment-are less than 10 per cent and 5 per cent ■

respectively, .. It could, therefore, be argued that the pursuance of special

assistance measures would be more regarding if priority were to be given

to the agriculture sector over industry in these countries. Such a policy

prescription would be misleading in that it overlooks the fundamental link

be-tween agriculture and industry and the very nature of the growth process
itself.'... ■ . ■ - . ■ - . ::■

3/ See "Declaration on Industrial Development in Africa during the 1970s",
(Doc. E/CNa14/525: E/CN.14/lNR/l94:,OAU/CMl/w/9), ECA Addis Ababa
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10. Agriculture is' no' doubt the point of take-off'in the LDDC's. It is '
inconceivable that they could initiate a process of economic and social ' -

transformation'with a stagnant agricultural sector. Basic tasks will- need

to be undertaken to uplift the rural areas and to modernize agriculture.

The pursuance of an effective agricultural policy would raise agricultural

productivity and result in higher incomes for farmers. If there are no

local industries to supply their new and increasing demand for industrial'

products they will have to turn to imports. In the absence of a substantial

source of export income-for the country, which isygeneraily true for the ""
LDDC's imports will-have to be rationed.1 Prices—'will rise including prices

of agricultural imports thus reducing the profit margins of farmers and

consequently eliminating the incentive*for increasing agricultural output.

Because of the absence of a complementary industrial policy, the process of

growth stimulated by agricultural policy may thus be reversed.

11. Moreover, the growth of agricultural productivity brought about by

agricultural policy creates new problems for development policy. If labour

released from agriculture is not absorbed in other sectbrs of the economy,

it will continue to swell' the "army" of the unemployed and under-employed, the

social and political dangers of which are self—evident. The LDDC's like

other developing countries face an employment crisis. Industrialization can

hardly be expected in the short-run to alleviate this problem; it can none

theless, make significant contributions to the objective of expanding employ

ment opportunities in the rural and urban sectors. These contributions are

best conceived within integrated development programmes for specified rural

and urban areas..... " '..-. .. _.:„■.:.:: ....... --- ; - .... - ■■ - - - .

12. Some observers of development programmes in Africa have on occasions

■■■pointed out that the weakness of development policy in Africa in the 1960sJ,

was that it manifested a bias towards industry to the neglect of agriculture.

Consequently, high—cost, capital—intensive industries were created whose

potentials for employment generation were limited. Such a1 view tends to

ignore or underestimate the problems which countries faced in launching . -

industrialization. They lacked capital and know-how. External resources had

to be attracted-and in the circumstances there was little that national

industrial development policy could"do"to influence the kinds of industries

to be established nor the capital-labour ratios of these-industries. More

over, aid policy - especially the practice of tied aid - tended to favour

the capital intensity of•industries and.projects. The slow" growth or

stagnation of agriculture could alsobe, validly attributed: to the external

policy measures of the advanced countries particularly their" trade policies'.

To assert .that policy has discrimiriated/.against one or another of these two"

sectors does not provide a countryheither: with, a plausible.explanation of -

the causes for slow growth nor furnish the basis for constructive policy

formulation. ... -.. . ■ . ■ ■ ' ■

4/ Prices will also rise if.industries.are set up under a regime of tariff
protection. This situation is assumed.;to,,be..: temporary in. that the- infant

industries will grow to maturity.. Even in the short-run, there are benefits

to' the country in setting up the industries that, theytcreate.new employment

opportunities and the use of local resources in addition to other external

economies.
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13» Agricultural and industrial development policies are merely different

sides of the same coin. In the formulation of measures for the LDDC's, it

would, therefore, appear to. "be more reasonable and logical to focus attention

on ensuring the internal consistency and. complementarity of policies, pro

grammes, and projects rather than on attempting to allocate-resources to broad

sectors however plausible the criteria for doing so appear to be. Such.an

approach has even greater validity in the case of agriculture and industry

in ,the LDDC's for the potentials, exist-for initiating and sustaining a self-

reinforcing process of growth based on;,the inter-relationships between the

two sectors. This is, moreoeyer, no less an important consideration with,

regard to other sectors, as well notably '.education, and- infrastructure develop
ment programmes. . . '

14. Within a scheme,of a co-ordinated and coherent development.policy, the

task of industrial development policy should therefore be to generate the

kinds of programmes and projects which would contribute most to the growth

process. Development policy as observed above could, however, be diverted

from its intended purpose because of inadequacies in the means available.for

.. its implementation and because of constraints imposed by external policy

measures. " UNCTAD resolution TD/62 (ill) is directed to eliminating the impedi
ments implied ty the latter. A complementary programme of action-designed

'to enable the LDDC's to improve their capabilities to formulate and effectively
manage their development programmes is needed in respect of the internal

constraints to development. '.' ' \ .

III. Major" constraints and impediments in promoting industrial

development in the LDDC's

1"5. What then are the internal problems and. constraints .impeding industrial

ization in the LDDC's and for the solution of which special measures are

required? The answers to this question'should ideally be tackled on the

basis of in-depth, country-ty-country studies of the problems and needs,of

the LDDC's. However, a considerable amount of work has already been done by

ECA, UNIDO and the countries.themselves in documenting the main industrial

characteristics and features of the LDDC's to be able in this section to -

summarize the basic constraints requiring attention.

' '' ' (a)" Ma-ket : •' ' _

16.. There.,are two aspects to the market", problem. - The first is a' size
problem. The national market is too small: to justify the creation of a

.wide range of, modern industries. Anticipating the growth of demand, industries

are nonetheless se.t up in. the LDDC's, but. these all too frequently lead to a

situation of excess, capacity and its inherent'costs to- the economy. The ease

with, which some■import-substitutive industries could be set up-^furthermore
diverts attention from efforts aimed at eliminating the proliferation of

%/ Some examples are: formulationplahts.(insecticides, pesticides, etc.);.-
mixing plants (paints, fertilizers, etc.); corrugating plants (aluminium,
steel).;! clinker grinding; packing plants (drugs, cement, etc.); assembly
plants (cars, -tractors, etc). ...
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final industries.^/ .While .the value-added benefit of "tfiese industries is
low or'ne^iigiblei' tney norietheless.,cbmmit. a country- to "supplying scarce ■

foreign'exchange"', for'the.pufchasd' of intermediate inputs.:..

17; ■ 'The' second- asgecV-of- the:market problem is the. low capacity of the
LDDC's tcr-make" timely and effective' use of domestic and, external-market.:

opportunities. Ofien^the main' initiative and drive'for-setting up-import-
substitute industries'86mes-from aggressive suppliers of equipment and' ■

Machinery.'intent on-selling a" turnkey project. ' Scant attention is paid
to 'market'analyses" or to ques"tions;; of long-term viability: of'proposed -. ■

projects. In the circumstances, scarce national resources are diverted from
viable industries supplying mass goods to high-cost industries supplying a

^narrpwrran^e^of luxury'goods-■ Lack1-1 of resources prevent -the' LDDC's from
; undertaking thorough- studies ofHhe pattern of; domestic-demand' and' its ■
pbtentiii for growth;frbm/which viable industries'could be identified and
implemented. : The "same is 'equaily1 true- in: regard to' export markets. ■ They

. lack .'the' requisiteli'nstn^^n^s'Md'rSboi^ces to' -actively seek "and- -exploit

opportunities^ offered by .'external;'markets. ■ ; ■ : ' . ,•

.-. .(b).-; technology., , , ._--". .. - -.;....,.....':-. •?;.;...■ ,- . -^ .-

18. The kind of industrial' structur'e :d^crib'ed" above is also to a. large'
extent the result of the inadequate technological, capabilities of the LDDC's.
The absence of domestic research and developmeh-t..fatJiliile.s,.preverits them

- from; developing suitable-technolpgipal processes to bring into use unutilized
resources; from adopting, existing techn;oio|ies; -fo'^heir ■specific requirements;

and frompinstituting;anal;..pur:suin^: suitable measures for ■quality control.

.-lyJf.'.ThG.problem is>ur.ther" exacerbated b'jr th'e' lack of local personnel* with
' the requisite technical know-how.' ThW iriDC's are; -therefbre" very' much depend-

-ent on expatriates .for; tjie technological conception, installation and opera--/
"tibnTof:industri.es '.with all their Attendant- implicationsi -on" cost-structures.

■ Educatiprial^policy ;does,npt..^appear to' haye;rs'ucce'eded-;in producing the r
te.chnolbVi's'ts. required, for the, kinds of ^'industrial izatlon programmes of the

LDDC-VsV;7 hbr\does theVe appear, to ^exist del'.i'beirate pol'icies; for dn-the-^job
training' of technologists "and. technicians tP:prp'gressiyel^ replace expatriates.

Inasmuch as technological'development; Is largely a"ski11-^embodied'phenomenon,

:the:absence of qualified.and."experienced local technorogists constitutes a

serious impediment to ...the industrializatioh efforts of the LI?pc.'s.

.,.6/ On.the other- hand, a range .of .intermediate and capital goods industries

could have been established' if rmu3;tinati:onai co-operation^ .or "iritfegratio'n bad
. . been actively pursued .for resolving the size of :market constraint!^;' .-•'

7/ For a statement on cost structures in African countries and the causes

for high installation and operating costs, see "Industrial Growth in Developing

Africa from lQSO to 1968 and Prospects for 1980", (Doc. CMI/IHR/WP/l:"

■;;MU/Cttl£)'y EGA,'-Addis' Ababa; > ••■ .■■-•■\ ' ' / '-:•'"- . ■ -, ■- ■;;

''fy For a concise-statement of alternative policies concerning technological

development, see "Industrial Policies: Critical Areas of Action for Accelerated

Industrial Development in Africa in the 1970s", tDoc CMI/INR/SP/2: OAU/CMI/W/2,

Addis Ababa, April 1971.
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(c) Entrepreneurship

20. The same is equally true with ..regard to .the inadequacies in the supply

of local entrepreneurs in-the LDDC's- Because of this potential 'investment

opportunities are not taken up early or not at all especially in the case of

small-scale industries, development possibilities in the rural and peri-

urban areas, pn the .other hand, the small size of these operations and

...their remote locations (from urban areas.) dp not make them attractive to1

foreign investors. There is, therefore, a very real problem in that these

industries, which have obvious potentials for initiating a self-reinforcing

basis of. industrialization, may be left unim'plemented because of lack of

■local entrepreneurs.

2i.-The emergence of entrepreneurs in the LDDC!s faces several-difficulties.

These include, among others, the lack of managerial and technical know-how;

the inadequacies of financial instruments for securing low-cost credits;

the inability to identify and appraise investment opportunities; and the'

inadequacies of government support measures arid incentives*in'favour of"

entrepreneurs. The LDDC!s face ah'urgent and complex problem in promoting

the development of a corps of local entrepreneurs which could play its

assigned role effectively in conjunction with public sector and foreign

investments. Half-hearted measures in the form of ad hoc. :projects are

unlikely to resolve the, problem satisfactorily.

(d) Project selection . ' '

22. The cost of project development^ in the LDDC's is high. Feasibility
surveys arid studies seem generally to be repeated on the same project because

of the conflicting views of a succession of short-term experts and

consultants. The LDDC's lack the personnel as well as a formal system for

an accept-or-reject decision at every stage of the project development process.

23. Project selection in many countries seems to be the result of ad hoc

decisions rather than the careful application of a set of well-defined

investment criteria. In the circumstances projects with potentials to make
substantial contributions to national objectives may be passed over for

projects of much less significance in the allocation of scarce investment

resources. A sustained flow of bankable projects is crucial to the

industrialization of the LDDC's, but they need to satisfactorily resolve the

problems of the high cost of project development aJid to institute a system

for the judicious selection of projects for implementation.

(e) Financial and institutional constraints

24. Capital for industrial financing.is in very short supply in the LDDC's.

They are especially handicapped in mobilizing domestic and external

resources for industrial development. Private savings are generally channelled

9/ Project development in this context is "meant t'6 describe the activities

concerned with project identification, formulation, evaluation and selection.
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into 'real estate 'and^the "services sector "father :'than-:ihtb .'new "indus-trial*'

ventures." they have to compete-on eqiial footing with all'other, "countries

: to,attract'foreign'investment orobta'in loans from:' international lending"

institutions-. General'tax allowances and other"incentive measures -which ^

they legislated did not succeed in generating an"increased flow of "foreign

investment nor in setting up priority industries-. ^ The lack of^national"■

industrial development banking facilities on the one hand and the-.terms :and

conditions of international financial loans on the other were not conducive

tostimulating'exterrial resources for industrial development?:-.? ( i)

25-^Step's have-in some cases be'en-taken to set up industrial "development

institutions of one kind or another. However, no country in the LDDC's has

yet acquired the full range of services nor fully:developed" the potentials

of those already created—'. ' In view of'the-very limited-financial resources

and trained personnel available to them, the industrialization efforts of

the LDDC's are greatly-constrained by''the absence-or inadequacy of; institutions

"to .'provide services in financing, investment and "export promotion, project

evaluations small-scale industries development ^-"technology" development,

industrial research and quality control, industrial information, and so on.

The problem is further aggravated by the lack of effective co-ordination
in the operations of those institutionsj.already...cr.eated;}-J^Lj_;^ . >

26^''One of the'most serious constraints to industrial development in the

LDDC's is the lack or shortage of the requisite skills be it-in conceiving

industrial development plan, programmes, projects or -institutions-or-ihi-

managing and administering"industrial' development"programmes or-be" it"in.

implementing industrial projects or in operating industrial enterprises.

Consequently;'-they have to rely either on external' technical assistance or

on experts employed under contract. Neither is- there"continuity nor economy

in the use of these services. Perhaps the skills constraint constitutes

the major if not the single underlying "cause for the limited-benefits to the

LDDC's derived from industrialization so far and- the:major determinant of

progress in'the future. - ■ ' ' . ■-•• ->"■-' ■ '-'■"'-•

IV, Proposal of a framework for the formulation of an action-programme

27 ^ "The-review* of ther-major-impediments and constraints.to industrialization

in the LDDC's suggests the kinds of measures and action likely,to lead to

their satisfactory resolutions. These are outlined briefly in this Section.

'*. ' (a)' Review "and appraisal of performance ■ -j -t; "■• '■•""'

28. The LDDC's could benefit'immeasurably from periodic reviews and

appraisals"oif their progress in industrial development undertaken with a

10/ The problem of unco-ordinated operations of industrial development

institutions and its implications for industrialization is dealt in some

detail in a recent ECA study: "Operational Guidelines for the Development

of Investment Promotion Institutions",(doC. E/CN.l4/lNR/2OO), ECA, Addis Ababa.
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view .to. -identifying:problems.(:encounter.ed;. formulating remedial measures;

elaboirating.y.changes in strategy and policies, in light-of .new. developments

In iriternational^investment and trade relationships; suggesting-modifications

to...legislations, concerning incentive measures* labour. and-vtaxationpand,

r.evaluating the operations of industrial 'development institutions; and ... .:

training facilties..■The actions, that-may be oohsidered for this.purpose

linclude: :.!.(■-..«*• . . ■ i • ■..,. ■ .- ■■-.--. !..y:-.:; •■■> i ,-

(i) the setting up of an appraisal and.review machinery empowered

to seek and secure the views of representatives of government

.: ■•■:■-, :.. departments, public sector, operations and private investment.

.„ .. ■..._,.'.'/..„ ■ . : ■. ■ : - ■ •. ■ . ' ■ \. ■ '■ .'<':'•' lV. >r
:. ,:(ii) seeking and obtaining longrterm commitment of-external financial

;■ ... . .' 1» and technical assistance, to the review exercise. ...

' .". (iii) ■ actively, encouraging the .dissemination and exchange of information

''/.. , so that the LDDC*s could, take advantage of successful experiences

. ' elsewhere and benefit from-.the positive results of an outwards,

'.-. . Rooking policy. ■ ■. . . ■ . ■ . ;,- .••... ■

(b) Multinational co-operation.- -t ,-.

29. To make a significant breakthrough in industrialization, the -^DDC*s

would need to create high productivity, low-cost industries'.-J'Given'the

small;size of their national markets, this can hardly be achieved .without

^multinational- co-operation aimed, at realistically, (promoting harmonized. .

industrial policies, and committed.to promoting and implementing multinational

industries* The measures required to promote" multinational.', industrial policies

include:,-.^ , . . - -....• ■ . * .' . ■ . - ■

-.. ■ (i) the active pursuance of investment; opportunities jointly with ,

■ . . neighbouring .countries; ,•■ .■ >.._. ■ . .. .. -;

(ii). .the creation of -mechanisms, for a continuous dialogue and . . ^

, ;-. x ■ -negotiations -.with.partner countries■ for the implementation-of.

individual joint projects and the harmonization if industrial.,

policies;

(iii) the search for alternative" implemefitation mechanisms for multi-

■ '"■■" -national industri-es which-would ensure, the equitable, distribution

■-'■■; • of benefits; ._- :--.. . *■ * ■ .-..■■■.*■■• ..■ '■ ■''"■. ■ :

(iv) the promotion and establishment of multinational industrialization

agencies as the instrument:.for' sustained:.investment promotion

actions involving "the"'countries/pb't'ential''investors1 and interna-

:■■-■ tional :sources-of-financial-and.technical assistance;.. ■>

(v) the '"active search for export markets within the framework of

inter-African or extra-Africa trade with a view to effectively

utilize the potentials presented by these. " * ' ■ "
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(c) Rural and small-scale industries

30. Industry could play a strategic role in the regeneration of rural areas

provided measures are taken to raise agricultural output and productivity.

The LDDC's could initiate a self-reinforcing processrof growth, based on -the

inter-relationships of agriculture .and industry. Industry could provide

the inputs for agriculture "on the one hand and provide, the demand for

industrial products of farmers on the other- However, it is crucial to

conceive, the promotion and implementation of industria?. projects within an

integrated scheme'..involving development .in.. ..agriculture, .infrastructure and

social amenities. The actions required -to he considered in this, respect

are:-

(i) the identification of the rural'arid peri-urban:areas for the '

pr.omo.tion and. implementation of an. integrated, programme of,- . ■

. . development and the definition of the objectives /tq be achieved. ,

- p - thereof. . .. . , . : ■...■•■■„■

- .;■ (ii).._ the formulation and "evaluation of industrial development programmes

'...■; \ k- and projects that optimally respond to established objectives, i :-_

(iii) the promotion and development of- the personnel and instruments.,

for the implementation of priority industrial projects.

(iv) the provision of industrial extension services for managers,

entrepreneurs and institutions entrusted with the promotion

-; - - . and implementation of .rural ancl. small-scale industries..,

(v) the orientation of small-scale industries to providing products

., .for. domestic mass consumption and to products with export . ■

-^potentials such as handicrafts,, textile fabrics and. food items.

(vi) the promotion and development of a corps of local entrepreneurs to

carry out industrial investment programmes, in :the designated areas.

(vii) the provision of low—cost financing for local entrepreneurs and

the promotion of suitable policy measures and incentives to

stimulate the development of the domestic entrepreneurial base

■.-. for industrialization. ., . ....

(d) Project development systems

31. There is an urgent need in the LDDG?s for reducing the cost of project

development and.in particular expediting the implementation of projects on.-

which time and money have already been extensively expended. Moreover, in

view of the very limited .resources available to,them for development projects,

these will'have to be carefully,selected using a well-defined and acceptable

set of investment criteria, however crude these might appear to be. The

actions that may further be.considered .in this respect include:- ■ -

(i) the introduction and use of an accepted system of project

-..-.... development, whereby projacts could,be.rejected or. accepted

for further consideration. ■ ■. : ■
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(ii) the promotion and co-ordinatip,n_'pf national, bilateral;.;ahd "

multilateral activities directed to the identification,

- ': ' formulation and- evaluation of projects.' ' -

■ :(iii) ; 'the use of rigorous methods for the selection of projects

" ' and for the examination of investment proposals emanating from

; foreign1 investors; ■ ■■■" ■'-:' '"■'■" "■" '•"

(iv) -' the-:creation and 'strengthening "of' an industrial information arid1 ■' ■'

intelligence system so ar to'assist the identification of new- -• ■"

■ ■ market opportunities (domestic and-external). " ' ■ ' ' "-

(e) Industrial financing and institutions

32. Sustained1 investment1 follow-up actions' are required' to'promote

identified projects for"implementation. For this purpose'domestic and

external resources will need to be mobilized. The task will be greatly-

facilitated if there exist the requisite industrial development institutions

for project selection, promotion and financing. Once established, enterprises

will -need to be supported by industrial research and quality control machinery,

industrial extension services, industrial information centres, etc. The

measures required in this context' include:- ■■-

(i) the strengthening of the link between project development and

investment promotion systems. •'■ " " "■ '-:- ■-"

(ii) the1 creation and strengthening of"the requisite industrial develop

ment institutions including industrial banking facilities.

(iii) the institution and pursuance bf--suitable policy measures to ,

generate'and channel increased1 domestic resources for industrial ]

development. j

(iv) the harmonization of- incentive measures among African countries

aimed at attracting a greater flow of private investment. '

(v) the search tor1 external finance-on concessionary terms. "

(vi) the effective co-ordination of the operations of■industrial

development institutions.

(f) Industrial skills and technology ,

33; The LDDC's cannot"expect to develop self-reliance in industrial -. ':'

development without'"first developing local skills anda measure of "domestic

technological- capability nor" hope to ihitiatd and pursue a self-reinforoirig •'

process' of industrialization in the'absehce or'inadequacy'of these ingredients,

A substantial and comprehensive set of'"measure's need to be pursued to tackle-

satisfactorily "these constraints to industrialization. - These include the "'—'!

following:-

(i) vthe'formulation, and implementatloh'of'long—term training programmes

for various industrial skills. ■ ' ■ : - ■•'
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(ii) the development of skills for conceiving and managing industrial
^-development* -"programmes'," for act'ively-pro'moVing'irivestmentsNaridL-'

for successfully negotiating terms and conditions1 rf-or -joint-0'. !-

venturer! involving foreign investors.

:■:. '(.iii)"- thVprbmotio'n of domestic: te"chnoTogical7-capabilit"ies;i-parficularly

.: •--■■* -•."".in :the field'of- rural and- small-scale-industries1.- .' '.\t.•;-..,■

-y i-' -L'r-i^1 ■'■■ ,-' ■' >' --".-■■ '. ' : ■■' ■':'■■' '■" ■ -■:t:* ;- ^ '-'\-'r: , "" •'
-jr ';(iv) *'^he "creation'ofscTe'cted'facilities for1 industrial training and'

-z ....,■ : tecKnologica.1' develo~pmontt-at"-. the national iand..rnul'ti:national levels.

^'j- 'v,;(v):'-"'■the review1 and evaluation of educational policies- and ■-programme's

\ ^-'with a-vieW^bO'ensuring the' satisfactory cuppTy-of-'skills fo.r^. >

'-'.-* ;,•> industrial devalopinent.'1- '-■ ■ •-*"-- -A 'T-' -'■-■'•"■■ ':":r';-x'~:i

V. Guiding considerations for the provision -of external assistances oi(.r

o7:34.rhe"-pursuance :of■■"special measures" for' the: LDDC.'s subsiuaes -a-substaritial

b:.'f,low:of ^external' assistance; to' strengthen" and complement.:the efforts, of the

countries themselves.::.UNCTAD'-s :redolution-TD/62(':IIL) is"'directed tp-r i.~
tcr:inf,luencin'g"aid' policy- to the "specific requirements of -the -LDDC'.s and to:(-

improving .the vtern;D::an& donditions^of .financial flows,-, c Technical assistance

oiwou-ld also need, to-:be'revamped .and-Its quality ,improved*rif dt,:is fto .'play. :'an

r^^effectively catalytic' role;.in ;the; industrialization ,effnrtsvof> the >LDDC's.
-What then isho'uld\the basic-and: gu-iding/xpneiderations be for-the provision

I^;of- technica-1 assistance? -In* this concluding section, an attempt :is 'made.; to
suramarize what appear, to'-bej the-mairi issues in--this r.eopec.t'«o^" . '.'i' ;■.'."•*•

35. The first consideration concerns the increase of technical assistance

resources to the LD1XT3. To respond to this, bilateral and multilateral
agencies should expand their activities in the LDDC's in consultation with
them; stimulate a quicker and greater flow of requests from them; and relax
some of the conditions for the provision of technical assistance including

local coots and other counterpart fund requirements; and ensure the early
recruitment of the required experts and supply of the equipment requested.

36. Second, technical assistance should not only be provided at an increased
level but also in .?. sustained manner. It should be programmed for the full
period required to tackle and resolve a given problem- Ad hoc assistance has
all too frequently not been abls to make an impact nor go stimulate follow-
up action as would have "been expected from the stated objectives of projects.

37. Third, since technical assistance comes from several sources, there is

an evident need for closely co-ordinating these efforts. In recognition
of this, resolution TD/62(lIl) has called on the Secretary-General of UNCTAD
to examine the feasibility of setting up and administering a special purposes
fund for the LDDC'a. In the meantime it is incumbent upon the agencies of the
United Nations system to promote the co-ordination of their activities and to
complement these with those of bilateral donors at the country level.

38. fourth, technical assistance is also used for several purposes in the
various sectors and consequently, there is need for harmonizing efforts at
the progrsnoe and project levels. Its effectiveness could be assured if
efforts are made to conceive programmes and projects within a wider multi-
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u...>; ! .. .:.. v: . . ^ v ^.; . .: ■; -. ..; . ; ;•

disciplinary-framework rather -than,limiting, these, efforts to-sectoral
objectives alone., i ,.--.,,. ■.. / . . '■■...: . . , 4

■ ■■ ~ -.- .. .... ,. ., . ■ . .. . i i

39- Fifth, it would appear not only desirable but also timely to give

vicarefulvthought to new approaches, and methods for the provision of technical

assistance. The traditional approach is characterized, by .a fragmentation of

effort. There is a need for consolidating small projects in larger composite

ones.-- .These are likely to :have greater impact and multiplier effect "in the

i.; LDDC Vs. than the, ad hoc and-unco-ordinated provision of-experts, fellowships

and equipment. Within such an approach the emphasis should be on setting up

a.comple^te .pilot project, in lieu of providing single machinery-and-equipment

components; .on creating national, sub-regional or regional training

institutions instead of occasional training courses, seminars,, etc.; and

on r.ounting long-tern multi-disciplinary missions rather than providing

the services, of individual^ experts. - ,; - - . > . . .■: "',■!;•■? .''

1^.40. ;-!£o sum up> therefore,, the key elements of a dynamic technical assistance
:-' prdgromri^in industry for the LDDC's would appear to be that it be conceived

and implemented within the framework of an inter-sectoral development- . •

programme,' .that there should be. assurance of .the continuity of the programme,

;:.-that.the emphasis in the methods and approaches for the provision, of •■■/ >.

a technical assistance should be on large .projects rather than on a multitude

•of small-projects', and that co-ordination of all technical assistancei:efforts
jshould-be ensured at the country, sub-regional and regional levels. These

^■■."consideration-could-enable the LDDC's to benefit immeasurably from technical
assistance programmes, in promoting industrial development. ..•. .*.»•*:

i ■.. i

1 ■;
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